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ABSTRACT available flowmaters that can easure transient flow

' An electromagnetic flowmter was developed toca"wt*.usnilfrqeyrsps.'
easure transient flows with a frequency response of A few special-purpose maters have been developed
60 Ms. The approach taken was to develop suitable *ov the past 25 years that have had some transient
electronics to replace the electronics of a flow measfurment capabilities. In 1950. Arnold (1)
comercially available ejoctromsnaltic flowater described an electromagnetic flowmater for small flow
normally used for uteady+*tate operation. use of the rates that responded to very short transients of 0.001
comrcially available flowmster body, which Includes second ink duration. Since a circular cross section
the magnetic coils, core. and signal electrodes,. proved unsatisfactory for the design. a small
provided a relatively economical mans of fabricating rectangular cross section of 0.43 x 1.33 ca was

thetrasint loite. Atr,nsient flow calibration chosen. In 1960. Iwanicki and Fontaine (1) described
facility consisting of a freeifalling water column was an electromagnetic floweter. which was also designed
also designed and built. Results of the calibrations to respond to vary short transients of low flow
are presented and show that the flowmeter can rates. The moter, with a 1.2-cs, diameter, could not
accurately easure transient flows up to the maxigum be operated for more than a few seconds due to
observed acceleration of approximately I S. polarization of the flowing liquid at the signal

electrodes. In each of the references, it was shown
uNiNCt.ATJRS that the esters responded to large flow transients.

Unfortunately, the facilities used to validate ester
a Cross-sectional area performance could not provide information an the
8 magnetic flux density accuracy ef the flowmeter output.
0 Mter diameter
9 Voltage generated at electrodes To fulfill the need for accurate transient flow
K Mter calibration factor mesurement during future experimental studies, the
L gffective distance between optical pairs Naval Underwater system Canter (NUIC) developed the
V Cross-sectional average fluid velocity transient flowmater discussed herein. This
W Weight electromagnetic-type moter has the capability to
0 Fluid weight density accurately easure transient flows with a frequency
* Standard deviation response to 60 Ma. The mater has a 3-cs diameter and

can be used for steady-state flows And transient flows
ITRMODUCTION of either short or long duration. It also can operate

accurately over a 30:1 flow rate range. To evaluate
In the study of transient pipe flows, a need the floumter's accuracy, a transient calibration

exists for the accurate measurment of the "en facility was designed by UUSC and the Worcester
volumetric flow rate as a function of tie. To date, Polytechnic Institute (WPI) and fabricated at WFI. J
very few flowusters have been built that have theJ
capability to mansure transient flows. In addition, FLWN=TEI 09UCRIPTIOM
to the authors' kn~owledge. there are no commercially gato tctcnlg a hsna h

____________basis f or the transient flowmeter because of inherent
This paper is deolared a work of the U.S. Government fast response to transients and the general insonsi- ...
and is not subject to copyright protection In the tivity of electromagnetic flowmeters to changes in
United States. velocity profil.
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An IMt persnal computer with a Data Translation*
malo-to-disital date acquisition board wee used to
detect the trigger pulses by sampling the analog
output of the electronics at a rate of 5000 Ua. At
that rate. the time that the water surface passe each
of the optical seamer pairs Was nomn to within
±0.0002 ssod. 2

the effective distance between optical saer
pairs was established by draining the water at a very Id - -
slow rate and weighing the Mount of water collected
between trigger pulses. the weight was converted into
an effective distance between optical sensor pairs
based on a constant S-cu internal pipe diamter, as -2
shew in sq. (2)

L - /C(1). (2) -

wbere P Is the weight denity of the water. A is the
cross-sectional area based on a 5-ca disamter. sad W. - -

is the weight of the water between optical sawer 0 so000 150000 250000 310000
pairs. This method accounted for variations in REYNOLDS NUIMEW
vertical distance between optical sensor pairs end
also variations in dimeter along the pipe. fig. 3. Steady-State Calibration Curve

Following each calibration run. post-processing
software scanned the raw data file sad created a file Results for a representative run are shown in the
of the time at which each optical sensor pair was flow rate versus tim curve of Fig. 4. The run lasted
triggered. Velocity, based on a S-ca diameter, was approximately I second. From 0.0 to approximately 0.4
subsequently calculated from the time end effective second. the flow experienced an almost constant
distance values between optical pairs, acceleration of approximately 1 s. reaching a velocity

of S misec. Beyond 0.4 second, the free surface of
During a calibration, the analog output fram the the water column experienced considerable instability

transient flowmeter was sampled simultaneously with precluding any accurate measurements. The flowmeter.
the facility electronics at the 5000-mh sampling however, appears to have followed the water column
rate. Since the output of the flowmeter was updated velocity throughout the transient. All further
at a rate of 60 ha, post-processing software scanned discussions are limited to the 0.0-second to 0.4-
the raw data file and established the time correspond- second range of each run, which corresponds to the
ing to the updated flowmater output to within first 24 data points from the flowamter.
!0.0002 second. for each of these update times, the
corresponding calibration velocity was calculated from 1.2
the calibration velocity versus tim data file by 1.1 -

linearly interpolating between adjacent points. A 1.1 TRANSIEN OWMETER

comparison of the calibration velocity aM the TANSUT CAU-RATIO -

flowmeter velocity was then made. 0. wr

RESULTS z 0.71 . .'

Prior to conducting any of the transient 'go 0.1.
calibrations, stedy-state calibration of the mater 0 0.6,
was conducted at the Alden Research Laboratory's e .4
Flowmter Calibration Facility. Holden, HA. 

This 0.4

calibration was performed by using the gravimtric 0.2 APPROXIMATELY
method and is considered accurate to ±0.25?. The " ACCELERATION
calibration was conducted over a velocity range of 0.1
0.15 to 9.1 &/sec in the S-ca diameter flowster. The 0
corresponding Reynolda number range was 7100 to 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.
315,000. TM (SEC)

The steady-state calibration curve is shown in Fig. 4. Typical Transtent Calibration Curve

Fig. 3. The curve is presented as percent error from
actual velocity when flow ater velocity is calculated Results for all 12 of the calibration runs are

with a constant meter factor (). An show. accuracy presented in table 1. Mean error between the
(rLinearit) wost wtin 11tor th). csole flroy calibration facility and flowmster masured flow rates
(lneaityd w w wthi n 1.% over the .000 t fl0 and standard deviation are presented separately for
rne and within r0.ng. over the 40,000 to 37i each run and also for the total of all data points.
ofheoid noa r range, which iso sbstanti portion s sham, the absolute value of the moa error ranged
Of the total rui~o, from 0.946 to 1.370, while the standard deviation

ranged from 1.73 to 3.33. The mean error for all the
Twelve transient calibration runs were conducted. data points was -0.041 with a standard deviation of

Sven though each run was initiated by manually opening 2.57. Using the results from the total of all data
the volve at the botte of the facility, the velocity points, the expected difference (t±2 or 95% level)
vorms time curve wa fairly consistent between runs. between facility f lowmeter measurements is ±5.2M.
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(2e or 95S Level) between facility flowmter CONCLUSZO
masuremets 1 3.21L.

An electrmanetL flomemter has bees developed
that ca accurately masure trasient flow rates up to

STable 1. Calibratlon satuary at least 1-6 acceleration (maxiam tsted) with a
frequency resapnse to Go Ms. A calibation facility

__using a free-fallin column of Water has been shaom to
Rem Kr or M5) be a viable mas of evaluating transient flowmetor

performnce up to I 8.
1. 370 2.5S
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Inspection of the transient calibration curves Nay 1962.
(similar to via. 4) for each run showed that the
flowmntor output exhibited a smooth transition 3. J.A. Sheciff, The Theory of Clectromanetic
throughout the transient; hoever, the Wasured values Flow Measurement, Cambridge University Press,
from the facility fluctuated about the fiowmater curve Cambridge, Ingiand. 1961.
within approximately t*5. It is believed that the
accuracy of the facility is approximately M5, while 4. 1. Reinhold, "Velocity Profile Influence on
the fLowmater accuracy during a transitent run is Electromagnetic Flowmater Accuracy," in Flow
approximately equal to the steady-state accuracy Measurement of Fluids, North-HolLand Publishing
stated previously. Co., 191l.
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